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Part of the ear EarlobeDetailsSystemAuditory systemIdentifiersLatinlobulus auriculae (single), lobuli auricularum (multiple)TA98A15.3.01.003 TA2105FMA60984Anatomic terminology (edited on Wikidat) Human ear moscoma (lobulus auriculae) consists of rigid averilar and fatty connective tissues, lack of elasticity and elasticity of the rest of the ear (external
structure of the ear). In some cases, the lower lobe is connected to the side of the face. Since the ear moscage does not contain cartilage, it has a large blood supply and can help to warm the ears and maintain balance. However, earlobes are generally not considered to have any serious biological function. The earlobe contains many nerve endings, and for
some people it is an erogenous zone. The zoologist Desmond Morris, in his book Naked Monkey (1967), suggested that the lobes had become an additional erogenous zone to facilitate the extended sexuality required in the evolution of a monogamous human couple. Free earlobe. Organogenesis of the earlobe, as a part of the body built of epithelium and
connective tissue, may seem to be coming from dermatoma. But this is not the case, as there are no somits in the surrounding tissues and therefore there is no dermatoma. In this area, dermis comes from mesenchymal cell cells: mesenchym comes from sclerotoma and splanchnopleura located in nearby areas of the torso. The earlobe as a part of the body
occurs and develops in close proximity to the porthole follicle, as a result of cascading induction: the first-level inductor is the central segment of the Ahanton roof, which induces the production of the oblong Medulla (part of hindbrain). The second-level inductor is the oblong Medulla, which induces the production of a pair of nuricular follicles derived from
mesoderm. The third-level inductor is an illusory follicle that induces the production of the auditory bull. Geneticist Clint Eastwood, who has an extreme shape attached to the earlobe. Earls average about 2 centimeters in length, and lengthen slightly with age. Although the free vs.attached appearance of the earlobe is often presented as an example of a
simple one gene - two alleles of the Mendeleev trait in humans, earlobes do not all neatly fall into any of the categories; there is a continuous range from one extreme to the other, which indicates the influence of several genes. The frequency of the recessive gene in the world-selected population of N recessive frequency genes (for the ear gums attached)
The source of Africans? 0.60 Messery (1976) 242 0.56 Glass et al (1952) 0.49 Messery (1967) 0.87 Messeri (1967) Bavaria ? 0.84 Messeri (1967) , Bosnia and Herzegovina 7325 0.55 Hadzhislimovic (1981) 0.34 Saldanha (1960) 0.83 Messeri (1967) 0.62 Messeri (1967) (11) Hong Kong 70 0.80 Walsh (1966) 100 0.49 Dutta (1963) Japan 70 0.82 Lai, Walsh
(1966) 0.71 Messery (1967) 0.52 Messeri (1967) Nepal 169 0.66 Bhasin (1969) 0.54 Messeri (1967) 0.39 Messeri (1967) Russia? 0.59 Messeri (1967) ( ) , Sardinia 403 0.53 Messeri (1967) 0.42 Messeri (1967) Sweden 247 0.59 Spoon (1937) Tibet? 0.68 Tiwari, Bhasin (1969) , USA: Baltimore 380 0.63 Glass et al. (1952) USA: Brooklyn 248 .92 Viner (1937)
USA: Buffalo 381 0.43 Dronamraju (1966) USA: Pennsylvania 241 .50 Glass et al (1952) Clinical problems Earlobes normally smooth, but the case exhibits the layout. Creased earlobes are sometimes associated with genetic disorders in children, including Beckwith-Videman syndrome. In some early studies, ear creases were thought to be associated with
an increased risk of heart attack and coronary heart disease. But more recent studies have concluded that as earlobes become more creased with age, and older adults are more likely to have heart disease than younger people, age rather than internal factors may explain the findings linking a heart attack with earlobe folds. The fold of the earlobe is also
called Frank's Sign. Society and culture Stretched earlobe piercing, Ethiopia earlobe piercing and stretching earlobes is commonplace in many cultures in many historical eras; no other place on the body as usual pierced. Consequently, ear earlobe damage due to the weight of heavy earrings is also common. Some cultures practice stretching the earlobe for
decorative effects, using piercing ornaments to stretch and enlarge earlobes to accommodate corks. Negative Effects of Wearing Earrings Some studies have shown that the most common complications associated with wearing earrings are: 26 inflammation, keloids, loss of tissue tearing, and mechanical division of earlobes. Polish scientists have found a
noticeable link between the piercing of the earlobes of young girls and their subsequently developing allergic skin reactions. According to Professor Eva Tsarnobilskaya, head of the research team, the main cause of the allergy associated with earrings is the presence of nickel, which is a common component of alloys used in jewelry production and leaching
from earrings. The symptom is usually seen as eczema, and is often misdiagnosed as a food allergy, such as milk. The specific mechanism of allergy caused by earrings is the contact of nickel ions with the lymphatic system. The study notes that children who stopped wearing earrings did not see the disappearance of allergic symptoms. The immune system
remembers the presence of nickel ions in human blood and lymph, The child can still react to: metal parts of the cupboard, dental braces, dentures, orthopedics, dishes cooked in pots with the addition of nickel, margarine (nickel is the catalyst in the hydrogenation of unsaturated fats), coins, chocolate, nuts, legumes, wine and beer. Studies of allergists
showed that in a sample of 428 students aged 7-8 and 16-17 years: 30% of the research population showed an allergy to nickel, and allergies occurred in girls who started wearing earrings in early childhood. Inquiries : Steinberg, Abraham (2003). Encyclopedia of Jewish Medical Ethics: a collection of Jewish medical law on all topics of medical interest.
Jerusalem: Feldheim Publishers. page 350. ISBN 1583305920. The pope (August 31, 1999). Re: Why do we have earlobes, what are they for, since when?. Madsha Network. Received on July 16, 2015. Desmond Morris Naked Monkey: Human Animal Research zoologist (Hardback: ISBN 0-07-043174-4; Reprint: ISBN 0-385-33430-3) Jonathan Cape, 1967.
Chapter 2, page 59 Corgi paperback ed - Jura, Krzanowska and Rzehak 1983, page 355, 357. Jura, Krzanowska and Rzhehak 1983, page 358. - Jura, Krzanowska and Rjehak 1983, page 395. Azaria R, Adler N, Silfen R, Regev D, Hauben DI (June 2003). Adult earlobe morphometry: study of 547 subjects and clinical application. Layer. Reconstr. Surgeon
111 (7): 2398-2402, discussion 2403-2404. doi:10.1097/01.PRS.0000060995.99380.DE. PMID 12794488. - Mader S. S. (2000): Human Biology. McGraw Hill, New York, ISBN 0-07-290584-0. Boaz N. T. (1999): Basics of Biological Anthropology. Prentice Hall, New Jersey, ISBN 0-13-080793-1. Dutta, P; Ganguly, P (1965). FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF
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